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Radio italia live concert malta

Alessandra Amoroso, Boomdabash, Gigi D'Alessio, Elisa, Emma, Francesco Gabbani, Guè Pequeno, J-Ax, Mahmood, Max Pezzali, Raf and Umberto Tozzi are Italian singers who will take part in the third meeting with RADIO ITALIA LIVE – THE CONCERT, which will take place on Friday 4 October at
8.00am. Most will also be Maltese artists such as Ira Losco, and other representatives of the fusion of the musical genre between the Mediterranean tradition and European pop. All the singers will perform live at the Mediterranean Orchestra, more than 60 musicians in the orchestra, and maestro Bruno
Santori, who is also artistic director of the Malta Festival. The aim is to create a concert that combines the power of music with the Mediterranean spirit, as part of a festival aimed at bringing people together, promoting peace and strengthening the common mediterranean identity, and aiming to become the
main event of Mediterranean music for both the established, for both emerging singers and musicians, as for all RADIO ITALIA LIVE – THE CONCERT, participation in the event will be free: in anticipation of high turnout and security reasons, in order to participate in the live event, you will need to be
accredited on the website RADIO ITALIA LIVE – THE CONCERT will be broadcast live at 8.00 radio Italia solomusicaitaliana, Radio Italia TV (Channel 70 DTT, 725 SKY). Channel 35 TivùSat and, only in Switzerland, Video Italia HD) and audio/video streaming radioitalia.it. The event will also be based on
free iRadioItalia apps for all devices and all Echo devices, Amazon's smart speaker, as well as the official Radio Italia Facebook, Instagram and Twitter profiles with the hashtag #RILIVE. The event also aired in real time, starting around 10:30 a.m. The Mediterranean Star Festival will not be the only event
organized for tourists arriving in Malta to participate in the concert on October 4th. In fact, many other activities and events will be prepared, which will turn into an unforgettable experience throughout the weekend. In addition, white night will be held in Valletta on Saturday 5 October, and activities and
museums are open until late in the evening. The event, which will make the festival the most important cultural and artistic event in Malta. The Mediterranean Star Festival is a mediterranean tourism fund production in cooperation with the Maltese Tourism Authority and the Ministry of Tourism of Malta.
According to Malta's Tourism Minister Konrad Mizzi: the Mediterranean Star Festival, which will surely develop in the coming years, is an opportunity to strengthen Maltese tourism from Italy and consolidate tourism in the countries that are traditionally most associated with Malta. In addition, Minister
Konrad Mizzi that Malta already has a busy calendar of events with world-renowned artists throughout the year that makes the island an ideal destination for all festivalis enthusiasts. This October event will welcome the best Italian artists, some of whom will perform in Malta for the first time, and who are
sure will also entertain the local public who know and love Italian music. In addition, Radio Italia will cover malta's event and tourist offer through its radio coverage and national marketing channels. The Co-Founder and Secretary General of the Mediterranean Turizmo fondas, Andrew Agius Muscat, likes
to emphasize that the Mediterranean Stars Festival was born from the desire to use music as a tool to bring people together, promote peace and strengthen a common Mediterranean identity. It is undeniable that music is a universal language, a powerful means that unites peoples. Music is also culture
and culture is the fundamental element of all events that create memorable experiences, the main stimulus of modern tourism. The Mediterranean area is considered the cradle of civilization and culture and attracts more than a third of international tourism. Mediterranean music with its unique
characteristics has influenced the international music scene not only in terms of genres such as opera, but also through the success of important artists such as Luciano Pavarotti, Frank Sinatra, Madonna, Tarkan, Cheb Khaled, etc... Tai žada būti masinis renginys su dideliu pasirinkimu geriausių Italijos
muzikos žvaigždžių, Skaitant Alessandra Amoroso, Gigi D'Alessio, Elisa, Emma, Francesco Gabbani, Guè Pequeno, J-Ax, Mahmood, Max Pezzali, Raf, Umberto Tozzi, taip pat Maltos menininkų, tokių kaip Ira Losco. Dėl Viduržemio jūros regiono turizmo fondo ir Maltos turizmo ministerijos rėmimo. Jie
pirmą kartą atvežė š⼀ unikalų rengin⼀ - Maltos salą. It is not the first time that a member of the European Union has been a member of the European Union. Muzikos mylėtojai yra už tikrą gydyti. Kartu su gyvo garso koncertu VIP skyriaus dalyviai taip pat gali mėgautis corn skanėstais ir specialiai
renginiui paruoštais T'Anna Mari restorano komandos patiekalais. Visi pagal chef Patron Salvatore Piccione priežiūra. Geriausia Viduržemio jūros regiono muzika ir maistas ateina kartu. Tai bus naktis prisiminti! POST EVENT UPDATE*** Kokia puiki ir sėkminga Viduržemio jūros muzikos naktis! Labai
stiprus Italijos buvimas viršų muzikantų, dainininkų ir menininkų, su gyva ir garsiai publika dainuoti kartu. Juos lydėjo vieni geriausių Maltos ir Šiaurės Afrikos dainininkų, kurie taip pat sužavėjo minią, kuri supakavo klėtis Florianoje. T'Annamari buvo super didžiuotis, kad šios nakties dalis, kuri puikiai
ákūnijo mūsų šūkis Sicilijos Maltoje skonis tuoktis italijos geriausias su geriausiais vietos produktų. Mėgaukitės vaizdų galerija! Tai nėra sunku In the Mediterranean Sea, all you have to do is visualize the deep blue sea, the divine plate of fresh pasta and, of course, a dash of historical richness. But what
do you hear when you think of the mediterranean sound? Mediterranean Stars Festival: Radio Italia Live will bring the Mediterranean soundtrack to Malta for a one-of-a-kind FREE concert on October 4! Book your stay at AX The Saint John for up to 15% discount on stay! This highly anticipated concert is
organized by Radio Italia II, Italy's second-largest radio station, to bring together the best Italian music impersonators for what they promise to remember at night! The star line consists of Italian superstars Alessandra Amoroso, Gigi D'Alessio, Elisa, Emma, Francesco Gabbani, Gue Pequeno, J-Ax,
Mahmood, Max Pezzali and Raf e Umberto Tozzi! The Mediterranean Star Festival will be directly supported by the Mediterranean Orchestra, led by international conductor maestro Bruno Santorini. Launched in 2016, the Mediterranean Orchestra helped shape and strengthen the Musical Identity of the
Mediterranean. With the repertoire from jazz to pop to classical and sacred music, the orchestra brings together 60 master musicians from different parts of the Mediterranean. The first edition of the Radio Italia II Mediterranean Star Festival will take place in Floriana, a fortified town just outside the
Maltese capital Valletta. The concert will take place in Floriana granars, known as Il-Fosos, in an impressive outdoor location of historical value. In fact, there are 76 warehouses in St. Publius Square, which served as a storage facility, where food was held for the inhabitants of Malta during The Second
World War. The main concert will take place on 4 October, but the fun does not end here. There will be weekend activities around the concert, including Notte Bianca celebrations on October 5, the Mediterranean Diwali Festival and Pokemon Go International Gaming Event.So close your eyes and listen to
the sound of the Mediterranean! Book your stay at AX The Saint John in Valletta for October.Photo Credits go to Radio Italia This October a group of famous Italian singers will arrive in Malta for the third edition of Radio Italia Live – Il Concerto, which is part of the Mediterranean Stars Festival, to perform
in Floriana's warehouses. Alessandra Amoroso, Gigi D'Alessio, Elisa, Emma, Francesco Gabbani, Guè Pequeno, J-Ax, Mahmood, Max Pezzali, Raf and Umberto Tozzi will perform at the event. Ira Losco and other local artists, as well as fusion artists, will perform on the same stage, bringing a mix of
Mediterranean traditions and European pop to the show. All performers will be accompanied by a Mediterranean orchestra composed of 60 musicians, directed by maestro Bruno Santori, who is also the festival's director. The concert will take place on Friday, 4 October at 18:00 and, as well as the
previous two editions, it will be free of charge. The Mediterranean Star Festival will not be the only event organized for tourists, which will arrive in Malta on 4 October for the concert. The idea is to have a variety of events and activities that will turn the whole weekend into an unforgettable experience. For
example, on 5 October Notte Bianca will take place in Valletta, an event where activities and museums will be open until late in the evening, explained Andrew Agius Muscat, co-founder and general secretary of the Mediterranean Tourism Foundation. The Mediterranean Star Festival is a mediterranean
tourism fund production in cooperation with the Maltese Tourism Authority and the Ministry of Tourism of Malta. Independent journalism costs money. Keep Maltese times for the price of coffee. Support us
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